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WHAT IS PUSSY SPARKLE?
On my journey deep into the supreme feminine my path has lead me towards a unique
energetic concept that has revolutionized the way that I hold myself as a woman. The term
‘pussy sparkle’, a term I have personally coined, came to me in the deep feminine healing
work that I was doing; representing a woman’s ultimate beauty & liberated sexuality, her
feminine power center. It is her supreme magnetism as rooted in her sexual vibrancy and
freedom.
It is a biological fact that we are sexual beings and we as women in particular are primed
towards the display of our sexual health & vitality as a signal of our value in the
evolutionary chain. So much of our understanding of beauty & seduction has been distorted
by the media’s push of the one dimensional concept of physical beauty as the ultimate
reproductive signal. In my journey I was forced to dig deeper beyond the surface level and
into the energetics that would reveal that true beauty and attraction is a multidimensional
force that is most primarily rooted in our connection to our inner sexual being and the value
therein.
If we think about this in its most elementary form, who we are is inherently right. No
matter what the media has lead us to believe, our beauty is innate, it is supreme, and it is
our given birthright as women. Our genetic blueprint has bestowed upon us the grace of a
very unique formula of sexual attraction as coded to your unique appearance, personality,
mannerisms, desires, and vital energy designed to draw to us the perfect match that will
strengthen the health & power of our line.
So many women get it twisted in their heads, believing that they can only feel beautiful if
they look a certain way or abide by a certain standard. This is just not true. Beauty is
connected to pussy, and there is no one that can take that force away from you. Remember
this… your supreme beauty is your birthright as a woman. Once we realize this, we are
liberated to start unlocking the deep juice of our feminine sensuality & seductive power in
its most free flowing state.
Ultimately, with how the feminine has been distorted we have all been made slaves to the
value chains of beauty as dictated by forces outside of ourselves. No more. It is my mission
to liberate women through the awakening of their pussy sparkle so that they no longer feel
slave to a world that decides who they are and what they’re worth. We should all feel as if

the juiciest of life’s pleasures are available. This can only come when we awaken our truest,
deepest strain of beauty and power as rooted in the pussy.
Nature reveals this in her ultra feminine expression of flowers, the ultimate attractors. Our
most beautiful expression and vibrancy is innately coded in us, in our pussy, just like the
design of a flower in bloom. A rose does not pine to be a daisy, an orchid does not seek to
alter itself in any shape of form to become a lotus. They are coded with their ultimate
beauty, their bloom is reflective of their unique shape and excellency. Far too often we
accept the flower that society has chosen as ultimate and supreme, not realizing how much
of a mind game this is. How rooted it is in power politics and hierarchies of value &
dominance. It takes strength to be able to see beyond the illusion, but we can do this when
we realize its all rooted in pussy.
Pussy over physicality. Keep this in your mind at all times.
The reality is that we have been programmed to associate beauty with certain qualities and
shapes. This in itself has perverted the natural bloom of all women into a lower form. When
a woman has no supreme model for her bloom she withers and believes herself to be lower
in value. The reality is she was never shown the process that would take her to the heights
of her beauty, the code of her unique excellency. This is why the dominance of one mode of
beauty persists over all others, it is a self perpetuating loop. We have this standard, and
because that is the standard .. all the other potential ‘standards’ are never granted the space
to grow and bloom into the fullest flow of their beauty. Thereby aﬃrming that the dominant
standard is supreme, when in reality .. it was just that which was granted the most freedom
to grow and bloom.
Think about this. You have two gardens. One garden is tended to and treated as if it is the
ultimate expression of beauty. It is nourished, looked after, pined after, adored, tended to,
protected, and granted continual messages of its worth. The other garden is constantly
compared to the first garden, it is devalued, taken for granted, not seen in its full worth, not
protected, and constantly exposed to poisons, pesticides, and outside influences. It is only
natural that the flowers in the first garden are going to look and feel exquisite to the senses
and to our desires. What they don’t tell us is that the flowers in the second garden hold the
very same potential for that level of beauty and supreme feminine expression. It is where
our value lens is that dictates how the beauty is allowed to grow and blossom.
The truth is beauty comes in all shapes, sizes, and colors. How beauty manifests is in the
flow of experience and movement, the interrelation of all those forces together and how they
come to make up an organic being, a flower, completely unique, one of a kind, rare in

design, and powerfully potent. And what is a flower if not the ultimate erotic attractant?
When we break it down to this level we see that beauty truly is coded in the pussy.
Now, to truly understand pussy sparkle we have to get into the power of the pussy. This is a
power that so many women deny out of shame and self loathing, deep toxic dynamics of
pain and a sense of dirtiness around this force. We have been conditioned to dissociate and
disconnect from the true vibrant divine power of the pussy. A woman’s ultimate center. This
is her ultimate attractant, the alchemical key of her liberation. We can think of the pussy as
energetically symbolic of our highest bloom, our coded design of supreme beauty &
seduction. It is the flower, or the gem, situated deep within our primal beings.
It is so much more than just a place within our body of pleasurable reception, it symbolizes
the spiritual potency of womanhood. To attract, to contain, and to create within that
containment and reception. When we look at it like this we realize it is a force more than
just a physical organ. It is a flow, a way of being, and a way of relating to life and to the
cosmos.
When we can connect to it from that place of purity, without all the baggage of shame and
toxicity we usually relate to it with, we are able to harness a power all our own. Because,
just as expressed in the physicality of it, every pussy is unique. Every pussy has its own
sparkle & flow. Its own coded design that represents the blend of who you are physically
with your soul. There is no pussy power that is quite like yours. No pussy that can attract
like yours. No pussy that can evolve like yours, beckon in its deep desires like yours. No
pussy that flows & moves through life like yours.
And this, this is where I came up with the kitschy concept of the pussy sparkle. Truly, we
each possess our own unique pussy gem, or flower, or however you want to visualize it. And
it represents a spiritual force of femininity that is all our own to carry and elevate to its own
unique heights. When we get into this space we eliminate the idea of womanhood as
competition, because we understand that our unique power is entirely our own and the
attraction we posses within that can never be lowered or compromised by any external force
no matter what the mind tries to make us believe.
Just like any diamond though that sparkle has to be refined in order to reach its supreme
expression. Because so many of us are programmed with such deep sexual shame, self
loathing, and a complete lack of worth in this domain there is a lot of work we have to do to
bring out and release that sparkle at its most potent and evolved. This is its own journey for
each women and this is the journey that I guide, accelerate, and make very accessible for all
who wish to step into their supreme beauty & seduction.

I spent years trying to reclaim my pussy sparkle, I underwent many painful transformations
and crises that had me questioning my worth, value, and womanhood. I know this journey
like the back of my hand and I stand now as the Pussy Sparkle Activator, fully sovereign in
the beauty of where my path has lead me.
I am very excited to teach women how to unlock their full bloom & to really clear space to
live from a space of ultimate attraction and desirability, from all men and the world as a
whole. Our freedom of choice has been denied for so long because we have been out of
touch with the true expression of our power, the deep sexual attractant of our pussy sparkle.
Now is the time to step into this and reclaim what it means to receive everything we never
thought possible, from the man of our dreams, to the life of ultimate pleasure and freedom.

HOW TO UNLOC K PUSSY SPARKLE
Unlocking the pussy sparkle ties into the spiritual
understanding of pussy as defined above. We must
understand the pussy sparkle as a way of moving
through and relating to life from our primal feminine,
sexual centers. In this space we are moved by our
desires to receive the flow of that which beckons to us.
It sounds simple but in reality we have all been
conditioned to approach the world from a very
masculine modality. This pushes us far away from the
central core of our deep primal, feminine
empowerment. To make things more complicated,
because of this, our feminine essence is often tangled in toxic programs that pervert and
distort its power and make it feel hollow and wounded when we do access it.
We have to do more than just unlock it, we have to heal it by releasing all the false programs
that obstruct its flow, and then we have to elevate it to a divine level. This is the secret of
this power. I believe it is a gateway to our divine nature & power. I have personally
discovered pussy power as a spiritual path towards the embodiment of my inner goddess.
So, we must realize that there are layers to its expression and as a whole it represents an
alchemical journey we must undergo.
There is the dormant expression, where we are completely primed towards our masculine
and so unable to even access it, the wounded expression, where we have unlocked it but it is
still distorted by false programs and so the power is polluted, the empowered expression,

where we are beginning to release the bindings and step into its natural flow, and then the
divine expression, where we have elevated, evolved, and refined it to a state of pure goddess
level potency. And this is where we walk in our divine feminine flow. We can look at this
evolution as we would look at the evolution of a raw ore into a gem. We have to cut through
all the dirt to get to the highest expression of that sparkle. Once there, the power is truly
infinite and all our own.
It is its own spiritual path and one that requires a certain level of self mastery to unlock the
gifts of. This is why I stand as your guide to walk you through everything this entails. It
goes to some dark places, especially with the conditioning of the feminine in modern times.
We have become such an image based society, a women’s value they tell us is all in her sex
appeal and her image. We have to learn to grow eyes deep in our pussy center that let us see
through all these false illusions. We have to become strong enough to transcend the
collective ideology around the deep feminine.
Activating the pussy sparkle necessarily involves a lot of deep, pussy based work. Most
importantly though, it involves shifting your identity so that your consciousness operates
from a diﬀerent space within your body. You have to be primed towards your feminine
pleasure and sensuality, you have to operate from your body. You have to live from a truly
feminine space of embodiment in order for it to be in its full expression of power.
You can imagine the pussy sparkle like a sacred gem living inside of your pussy, it is ancient
and coded with all the greatest frequencies of power you could possibly manifest as a
woman. When you think about this you are going to want that gem to be radiating its power
at all times as that is when you are most tuned in to your flow as a divine creatrix. Doing so
involves living in alignment with it, carving it as a sacred temple within your body and
vessel. Truly opening up space for those frequencies to live inside of you and emanate from
you.
There are many paths of feminine expression and no one is more right than the other. The
Pussy Sparkle path in particular is a path primed towards making a woman the ultimate
pleasure center of her life, the supreme seductress. Her power as a force of beauty and
feminine vibrancy is foremost. She magnetizes through desire and attraction. She operates
from frequencies of deep sexual expression and she speaks the primal language of her body
in connection with the cosmos. This is its own path which is what I want to emphasize, it is
not necessarily the ultimate path… but for the women who are called, it is.
Some women seek to walk the path of the heart, others the magickal will, the Pussy Sparkle
women walks towards divinity with desire, beauty, seduction, and sexuality as her

instruments of power. She is ultimately a priestess of pleasure. She is a daughter of Venus
and a keeper of womb magic. The journey she stands for is in reconnecting herself as a
woman with the pure and divine expression of her natural bodily power and feminine flow.
Deep sensual and pleasurable embodiment is key here.
In this space the prime focus is on returning a woman to her primal feminine embodiment
and teaching her how to -remember- the space of moving from that part of herself. It’s about
learning to shift your awareness to live from a diﬀerent space within your being, align with
diﬀerent values, focus on diﬀerent layers, flow with a diﬀerent sort of power than most are
used to. It is all about deep sensual recognition of her value as a woman and a sexual force
all her own. She must first and foremost recognize her infinite value as a woman and as a
unique product of creation, all of her pleasure and desire must be rooted in that space.
So, to break down what pussy sparkle activation involves in some key concepts… it involves
embodiment work within the pleasure center, releasing all toxic programmings of body and
femininity, deep self love and worth reclamation work, sexual healing and pleasure mastery,
and ultimately a reconfiguration of the core identity. You must align yourself as a supreme
woman. A supreme woman accepts nothing less than that which sends her pleasure centers
into overdrive, overwhelming her with the exquisite ecstasy of the lifeblood of she who is
tuned in and activated in her most potent divine essence.
This work is what draws me deeper and deeper into a sense of the pleasurable power of
what it means to be a woman. There is such infinite potential here to truly liberate oneself
into their goddesshood. We have forgotten what it means to stand as these holy instruments
of pleasure and seduction, the world has disconnected us from these natural drives towards
the penultimate flow of everything we are as deeply embedded in our bodies. There is a lot
of distortion to clear through. I am here to help accelerate this process for you and get you
in touch with your infinite sexual potency & sensual receptivity of your womanhood as a
path towards your divine feminine freedom, liberation, and deep embodiment.

THE PUSSY SPARKLE PATH
The path of a woman who walks with her pussy sparkle alive and active is a path filled with
deep primal feminine pleasure, beauty, and aliveness within the body. She draws everything
she desires into her life with great ease and is received by the world with great adoration
and devotion. She attracts the men of her dreams, draws in soulmate clients who are ready
to spend whatever to receive her power, she transforms and alchemizes broken structures
and relationships, and abundance is as natural as breathing. She lives on an elevated and

luxurious level of womanhood and operates from a place of power knowing her worth,
knowing what she deserves, and readily receiving it all with great simplicity and alignment.
The thing about the Pussy Sparkle Priestess is that she represents the power that the world
has long forgotten the art of, but which we desperately desire and need to function as a
healthy collective. In days of old when the feminine was honored there was always a place
for the priestesses who stood for pleasure and beauty. They were the muses of the world,
they drew it to its shapes by inspiring men with their divine expression and personification
of deep beauty and harmony. In modern society we yearn for that and so we thrust the
image based ideal of that on women as if that is the only requirement, in reality it goes so
much deeper.
The woman who feels the call to walk with her pussy sparkle alive and active is the woman
who simply desires to live in her beauty and magnetism, and to be supported in that beauty
and magnetism. There is no requirement other than a deep desire to connect with this
feminine expression and potency within herself. And every women contains it. No matter
how separated you feel from your feminine, if you have a pussy I promise you it is there
waiting to wake up and transform your life.
I am an ambitious lady and so my desire is to take my pussy sparkle to its supreme form and
become the ultimate seductress. This is not the case with many women, many women just
want to improve their life and relationships in a substantial way. Whatever you desire from
your pussy sparkle, know that it is here to fulfill that desire; and in fact that desire is
uniquely coded into your pussy sparkle. For all of our desires live in harmony within that
center. It is our place of reception to our deep dreams. We must only embrace the desire to
be more connected to our primal feminine in order to receive the wishes of this space
within.
Whether you want to learn to seduce the world and have men fall to your feet, or if you
simply want your husband to appreciate and respect your substantial feminine power and
give you the adoration and devotion you desire, there is a way within the pussy sparkle
center. Know this, every desire you have within your body can be fulfilled. This is what I
teach. No part of your desire should be denied as that desire is your alchemy that will lead
you into the women you yearn to become. You must realize how transformative this center
is. It can transform even the stalest of relationships with the magic it possesses.
There is something very diﬃcult to wrap your mind around when it comes to understanding
true feminine transformative power because of how primed we have been towards the
masculine in western society. The reality of it is very diﬃcult to convey in words and

concepts, which is why I use pussy sparkle as a term to capture what it means to be a
woman in service to her pleasure as a path of spiritual devotion and power. Truly, it goes
very deep into the esoteric. There is something so wondrously miraculous about it. We can
think of it as analogous to the idea of a women creating a child in her womb. The pussy
power contained inside of her can do the same for her reality, completely birthing it from
nothing, building it layer by layer from her pure and raw primal power and femininity. We
must, in mastering this, surrender to the unknowns of this power and really let ourselves
simply receive it in our bodies.
As you walk this path you will go from feeling like a victim to the world, to your physical
beauty & desirability, to the men in your life, to the creative empress who designs it all
according to her desires and her standards. Every woman should claim the innate seductress
& beauty queen that lives inside of her…even if she tells herself it doesn’t matter. Most of
the time that is the mind coping with the dissonance of the world’s present standards. We
should feel like the most exquisitely rare flowers in bloom. That is our natural state as tuned
into the feminine divine. To claim our spirituality is to learn to see through the illusions,
and this is the way of the Pussy Sparkle Princess. She no longer submits to what the world
makes of her and chooses to design herself of her own standards.
The deeper we dive into this the more creative freedom and flow we will truly feel as aligned
to our soul. There is endless potential here to truly build your reality from a place of
incredible connection and pleasure. There is something so magnificent about seeing all
women step into this. I truly believe it will build a better world, when we can guide the
women to unleash their creative heart and pussy. That is what we need in these times. Web
weavers who weave from a place of deep pleasurable heart & pussy alignment. There is
nothing more potent.
It is my hope that we can rebuild ourselves amidst a world who has not known how to truly
honor and elevate the feminine in the way we have needed. We must be our own saviors and
choose to reclaim the power that has been lost for centuries. Now is the time to step into
this role of deep feminine excellency, to uplift our sisters and to rise into temple spaces all
around the world. This is where we will flourish and this is how the world itself will heal
unto her own deeper creative power. This is what society needs, it needs you and all of your
sisters to reclaim their pussy power, their desires, and their divine needs, to stand unto an
elevated standard and refuse to bow down to that which denies us of our unique brilliance,
beauty, and mesmerizing heart. You are here to embody this and to transform your way of
life through and through. I am so happy to be leading you on this journey. The pussy sparkle
revolution.
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I am a divine feminine embodiment coach helping women to strengthen their relationships
with men, with themselves, with their body, and with their power; pussy power & sparkle
being the foremost ingredient. I teach women to become receptacles of divine pleasure
and sensuality, to transform their beauty & love lives. To embrace their inner seductress
and to rise into a portal of potent feminine flow, power, and liberation to have everything
their heart -and pussy- desires. I offer training in the electric feminine arts of beauty,
seduction, and sexuality to bring women into a space of their inner spiritual pleasure and
power center. I am the pussy sparkle empress and the activator of the deep bloom each
woman carries.

